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Word with single or fair

Words with unique or fairness are a crossword puzzle clue that we have discovered for some time. There are related clues (shown below). Referring to the crossword puzzle answerNew York Times - June 6, 2019 HOMONYMS — WORDS WITH MORE THAN ONE MEANING — WORDS WITH SEVERAL MEANINGS — WORDS WITH MULTIPLE
MEANINGS Homonyms There is a strange puzzle in the English language — we have many words which have more than one meaning. Meaning is sometimes completely out of touch - how can a word mean two or more different things? For example, how can lead be a phrase meant to go first and also the name of a heavy metal? How can a bear be a nod
to an animal type and also a meaning-making phrase? The answer lies in the fact that English is an invading language - it has been influenced by many other languages in its long history. Words that now look the same may have come from completely different sources. Some words may have started from the same source but gradually got different meaning
shades between the 13th and 16th centuries. Another factor is involved. As centuries go by, and different words are laid out or adopted from other languages, the way they are pronounced can change and change in emphasis. An example of this is explained under the bear. Here are the short stories behind nearly 150 seemingly confusing words that make
English such a rich language. This section gives you the main meaning of many co-words. It doesn't list every meaning. The simple history of most words is briefly explained. There is a huge amount of information in this section to enrich your brain, so rummage around! NOTE: Homophones are words that are pronounced the same way despite their different
spellings. There is a section on homophones here. Click on a coy word in this panel to go to the explanation: Air Breathe it or sing it? The word for the air we breathe is converted to English from old French about 800 years ago. Air can also mean the way or appearance or impression that a person creates, in statements like She has a special air about her.
That came from another French word in the late 1500s. Air can also mean a melody or a melody. In this sense, it is borrowed from the Italian word aria. How we measured the space between the two lines was converted to English in the 14th century from a French word. Its origin is in the Latin word angulus, which means corner. The meaning angle of the fish
comes from the ancient English angil, angul, a hook of fish. At that time, the angle was converted to English as a word used for measurement, the word for a fish hook was angelic. There is no confusion with heavenly creatures, because a that number is called engel, the old English word from a Latin word angelus. Meanwhile, it was one of the tribes that
invaded Britain in the 5th century. Their names form part of Anglo-Saxon, Anglo-Saxon, people with languages that have arisen In English. It is also found in the Part of England still called East Anglia. They come from an area of the country we call Germany. The Romans called them Anglus because the land from which they arrived was said to be shaped
like a fish hook. Sailing on small boats around the Danish peninsula, from west to east, negotiating the overall shape as well as the twists and turns, can make this impression. When Pope Gregory I (560-604) saw a group of Anglo-Saxon child slaves offered for sale, he was impressed by their beauty, and remarked, 'Because they have the faces of angels'. In
popular folkore, this became, Non Angli, sed Angeli, 'Not Angles, but angels'. Back to the list of glossy words A round object or a dance? The sy t ing formation object used in the game gets its name from an old Nordic word, bollr. It was converted to English around the 13th century and is known as a ball. In middle English, ballen is meant to dance. It comes
from an old French word, baller. It was used as a nod word to describe an organized dance that began in the 17th century. The word ballet is finished in English at the same time but is an Italian ballet, meaning a small dance. Back to the list from the Riverside Bank or a place to make money? Meaning the edge of a river or a raised area of the ground, the
bank became English in the 12th century. It is edied from Scandinavian words such as Swedish backe and Danish banke. Bonk means mound. One of the most beloved references to this type of banking is in Oberon's song in A Midsummer Night's Dream of Shakespeare: I know a bank where wild thym blows, Where oxlips and purple nods grow, Pretty over-
canopied with delicious woodbine, with sweet musk-roses, and with eglantine; There were sleeping Titania sometimes From for a financial institutions to English in the 15th century, adapted from words like italian bance and French banque. Back to the list of bat words A flying mammal or a wooden stick? The name of the small animal is translated into English
as bakke around the 14th century from Scandinavian words such as ancient Nordic ledhrblaka, 'da-flapper' and Swedish natbakka, 'night-bat'. In middle English at the time, bats were used for boats, from the ancient Nordic batr, which existed in modern Icelandic as a species of bat. Bats have an unusual distinction when mentioned only three times in the
Bible: Le visoth 11:19, Reinstating the rule of law 14:18, and Isaiah 2:20. Batty, meaning crazy or dotty, did not come into use until the 16th century, as a mention of the erratic movements of bats. In Old English, batt means wooden club. It may come from an Irish word (Celtic), a bat and therefore one of the few words Celtic have survived in English. Back to
the list of coastal inlet flight words, and more words have some uses. Here are four of them: 1. One intake on the coast, larger than a cove but smaller than a bay. It was converted into English before the 15th century, perhaps from baie French. 2. The shell of a hunt when it can smell its prey. It may come from another 15th-century French word, abaier, for
barking. Also used as a phrase, to fly. 3. A small plant or shrub. The leaves are used to create aromatherapy. From a 14th-century French word baie. Note that in this case, the original old French words may also be co-conspires. 4. Se rouge color of some horses. Since the 14th century Old France bai. This set of meanings is an example of how words
borrowed from old French in the centuries after the Norman conquest. Bear A furry animal or to perform? The furry animals were famous for British folk. Their word is Bera. Old English is a German language. The modern German word is very similar to our word, Bär. The phrase is meant to make beran in old English so it has also been in the language for a
very long time. In fact, it occurs in the classic beowulf saga, written circa 725, for example: Hi hyne þa ætbæron to brimes faroðe [ætæron = bore away] His companion carries him to the edge of the sea. leton holm beran to let the sea bear [him go] ... Gewitaþ forð beran wæpen ond gewædu... Going out carrying weapons and hay [clothes, armor] Beren is
an appn word meant made of bear skin. Even in old English, words have two similar meanings. In middle English, both became bere. The difference is in how each version is pronounced. The word for animal has a longer 'ee' sound. Back to the list of beef words or to complain? The word for meat was converted into English in the 13th century as boef, bef,
from ancient French boef. The modern French word for cow is very similar. It is derived from the Latin bos, bovis. So that's where we get from our cows! Previous old English words for meat are related to stale, beef. The dictionary tell us that the use of the same word to complain or grumble came from American agricultural slang in the 19th century. Yet
another story is told by an 18th-century English slang, where the beef has screamed, to scream, especially at an actor on stage. Return to the list of words boil Two meanngs Verb. To boil water, make it bubbles and steam. First appeared in print in English circa 1300, from French words such as boillir, buillir, coming from Latin bullire, meaning rubles, to
steam. Nodies. An unpleasant and painful bump on the skin has been used since the old English byle, which means boil or carbuncle. There are similar words in other European languages because it has a very long history in the Indi-European language group, which is explained on the site My The Brain Rummager Too. Boots On Your Feet, a Car, or Your
Computer? The the word was converted into English in the 14th century from the ancient French bote. Its previous history is not known for sure, but it may involve buttocks, which means something blunt and stumpy. It is used for the luggage compartment of a car originating from the 16th century for an open area on a passenger car where the flight operator
will sit or stand. It is also used for space underneath a seat where luggage can be stored. The source of this use seems to be lost in the fog of time. Perhaps it concerns the idea that a boot is a kind of container. But how is it that we start a computer? Well, shoes go into this one, too. In the 19th century, a bootstrap was attached to a boot to help in pulling it
on. To bootstrap is to go through the first part of the procedure put on the boot of a person. In the early 1960s, the term was adopted to signification of the process of preparing a computer ready for work. Boots are used to having another meaning regarding 'advantages' or something given as in addition to what is already there. An example of this usage may
be in a statement like, 'This food is rich and tasty, and colorful to boot'. In this case, the boot comes from the old English bot, benefits, compensation. Middle England has bote, which means remedies, repairs. They are related to the ancient, improved German buoza. The earliest use of this launch appeared around A.D. 725 in the Beowulf saga, chapter 14:
Dot wæs ungeara ænigra me weana ne wende to widan feore bote gebidan... It was but lately that I've been in great distress [depair's ever] getting a remedy... It appears in Chaucer's Canterbury Tales, for example, 'The Squire's Tale': She shal eek knowe, and whome it wol do boote She shall soon know, and whom it will cure Back to list of words bowl A
dish or to throw a ball? In old English, bolla means bowl, the earlier Anglo-Saxon word bollo.. In later Middle English, bolle meant global or bowl. From our shadow comes from the late 13th century Old Norse böllr, which comes from the Latin bulla, a knob. Bowls meant to throw a ball did not go into English until the 15th century, from the French boule, but the
word boule was used in middle English for a bowl in the sense of dish. Back to the list of words box A container or to have a fist fight? Words for containers come directly from old English. It comes from the Latin name of the box tree, buxus, which is related to the name given to a container of drugs, pyxis. To box someone by hitting them came from the 14th
century, perhaps from the Dutch boken, to push into place. Back to the list of chinese bud words and friends? A partly open flower. The first part of the growth of a flower on its trunk. It has in English since the 1400s. Bud and buddy mean a friend who first appeared in American English about 150 years ago. They can come from talking to their brother. cape
robes or land jutting out into the sea? Sea? means a clothing items coming from 16th century French capa, from Latin cappa, hood, from which we also get the lid from. The Latin word for cape is chlamyx, which exists only in English by technical words related to biological and medical problems. Cape means a headland coming from the 14th century lid,
which comes from the Latin caput, early. Latin for cape in this sense is promunturium, from which we get the cape. Back to the list of caper nod words: A pickled flower bud used to taste food. Into 15th-century English from Latin and Greek. Came to English in the 16th century but its origins are uncertain. Carp Nomity: A type of fish. Come to English in the
14th century from an old French carpe. words: To find bugs or complain about minor problems. The 13th century, from the ancient Nordic karpa, to the proud. nodly case: an appearance, case or example. Check your dictionary to see how it's used. The old English word casus, used in the sense of a case in grammar; related to ancient French cas, one
occurs. nodies: a box or container. 13th century from ancient French casse, from Latin capere, to hold something. Back to the list of words actors meaning words to throw came from Scandinavian words about 900 years ago. In modern Icelandic, which comes from the Language of the Vikings, kasta still means throw. The later use means a list of people,
actors, involved in a play developed from the same origin, with organizational meaning, put together. The same applies to something formed by pouring liquid or plastic metal into a cast, mold creating shape. Caste, a homophone means a specific group of people in society, has a completely different and non-related origin. Cataracts All kinds of meanings
This word has been used in English for about 600 years. It comes from the old Latin and Greek words meant to strike or to dash down, like a portcullis. It is used for a large falling waterfall. The same word is used for a medical condition where the eye is cloudy. The idea behind this original use was that something went down like a portcullis and blocked the
scene. Club From this for a weapon comes from scandinavian word meaning heavy bar, gavel, club, about 800 years ago. It can also mean: 1. A wooden stick or stick is used to hit a ball in some sports games. 2. One of the clothes in a play card package includes hearts, diamonds, spades, clubs. 3. A group of people meet. Also the place, the room, where
they met. How these different uses are developed from the same origin is very complex. Go back to the list of intimate words From. An intimate greeting is an open, friendly greeting. An intimate person is a happy, lovely person. Nodies. An intimate drink is made with fruit juice and water. It is so called because it is a drink drink make you happy. The word is
derived from 14th-century Latin cordialis, related to the heart. Word Count: To check some things in order to see how many. Adopted into English in the 13th century from the ancient French conter. Nodies: the act of counting. As above. nod words: the title of a nobleman in several European countries. 16th-century from the old French conte. Nodies Access:
A table or other structure where a purchase is made in a store. From the 13th century to the ancient French comptouer; related to the count above. Nod words: something or a person counts. As far as counting, above. Words: to fight something. The word comes from the French Norman contre, which means against, in the 15th century. aom words: in the
opposite direction. The origin is similar to the one above. Back on the list of cricket words The jumping, chirping insects are named from the 14th-century Central English criket. It is said to be a imitated word - the sound of the word imitating the sound generated by cricket when it exclaims. The game is named from the French criquet, from the late 16th
century. Curry Nod word. The name of spicy Indian dishes comes from a tamil word, kari. It was first used in English in the late 1600s. Verb. When you curry a horse you don't cook it in spices! You brush it with a currycomb. This form of curry probably comes from 14th-century French words meant to prepare, to get ready, a horse. The phrase symbolizes
curry a favor which means seeking a favor by perhaps devious means – it's like being nice to a horse so that it will be nice to you! Dash A short stroke of the pen or hurry? In this case, both words come from the same source, English intermediate daschen, which can mean both to attack and rush. The earliest meaning is to attack something violent. The
original panel meant a wooden lid in front of a wagon to prevent mud splashing up. This meaning is related to a dash of something thrown at something else. Back to the list of words on a time or a fruit Means a time at which an event occurred, it came in English from Latin in the 14th century. Meaning a fruit that grows on a palm tree, it is converted into
English at the same time but the word words related to dactyl mean finger-shaped. deck a pack post? Both come from the same source. The word came in the 15th century from December netherlands, an inclusive. It refers to the wooden plank used as an overlay in a boat that eventually became part of the boat we walked on. It was used for a card package
that came in the 16th century, and probably related to similarities in the appearance of a stack of planks and a card package, as uniform flat items. To deck someone out with clothes is also related to Dutch through the old English theccan from which we also get paintings from us. Return to the list of powder words Meaning mixture of flour and water for it was
doh in old English more than 1,000 years ago. Used as a slang word for money it increased in American English about 150 years ago, perhaps because of the importance of having bread as a symbol of the rich or the poor. Some use of the word came into English in the 1600s and 1700s. Here are some of them: 1. Words. To learn something, fix it firmly in
your mind, by repeating. Also used as a nod word. Often used in references to military routines and exercises. 2. Words. To drill a hole in something. Also nodies, for tools where you make a hole. 3. Nodly. A type of African baboon that is associated with mandrills. 4. Nod words. A shallow groove in the soil in which seeds are sown. 5. Nod words. A strong
cotton fabric. 6. Nod words. A type of sea snail.duck 1. Nodies. A waterbird. The word comes from old English duce and doke middle English. 2. Words. To dive or plunge into the water. This meaning comes from the same origin as above. 3. Nodly. A strong cotton fabric. This form of the word was converted into English in the 17th century from the Dutch



doek. 4. Nod words. A term of endearment. To call someone your duck or duck is similar to calling them your darling. It was converted into English in the 16th century. 5. Nod words. Some points of nil (nothing); Out for a duck in a cricket game. This came into use about 150 years ago, perhaps from the idea that the number 0 was shaped like duck eggs.
Nodly The Entrance: a place through which one enters, such as a door. 16th century from French entrer, to enter. nodies: input action. As above. Words: To attract, to fill with delight. As far as the source is concerned, the latin word previously means inside. You can see what it means to emerge if you follow this series of ideas: type &gt; in &gt; in &gt; side
&gt; fill. Word Description: To put something into the word. It goes into English in the 14th century from latin expressus which means pushed out, squeezed out. from: fast, such as express train, courier mail. Comes from the same origin as above. Back to the list of fair words 1. Antholy. Meaning lovely or beautiful, when describing someone, it comes from old
English fæger, beautiful. This meaning is not very much used today, apart from in poetry. Antholy. The meaning of light skin, or light color (blonde), it has been used in English for more than 800 years. 3. Antholy. Means reasonable, fair, no personal benefit, it developed in the 14th century. 3. Nodly. Means a gathering of people to sell and exchange goods,
or to enjoy entertainment, and also a travel program of rides, stalls and sideshows, this form of words to English words France in the 14th century. quickly, tightly or to go without food? The old English word fæst means fast, solid, powerful. Fæste the nod word means fast, solid, strong. They are related to old high German festi, the company. Modern German
for cho Snakes, it's a festival. To fast by fasting food, in old English, is fæstnian, in relation to high-neck German, to fast, and the same word used in modern German. Back to the list of word cardboard folder files or metal rasping tools? Words for folders have an interesting history. It goes into English in the 16th century from French word filer, to string on a
topic. This involves storing documents by tying them together by string. It comes from the Latin filum, which means the theme, from which we also get our word yarn. In middle English, fildor means golden thread. A file is a list, as in Shakespeare's Macbeth, Act 1, Scene 3, where the list of special qualities is compared to a general category: Ay, in the
category ye go for men, As hounds and greyhounds, mongrels, spaniels, curs, shoughs, waterrugs, and demi-wolves are clept All by name. Valuable files Distinguish quickly, slowly, subtly, the houseman, the hunter, each one According to the gift that bounteous hath nature in him closed, according to which he received no special additions, from the bills that
write all the same; and so's the man. Now if you have a station in the file, not me' worst ranking of humanity, say it, The hand tool used to smooth the rough surface gets its name from ancient English fil and feol, related to the Old High German fihala and its origin in the Greek pikros , bitter, sharp. In intermediate English, the file can also mean a worthless
person. This meaning comes from old and ful English Fylan, from which we also get from our foul and unclean. However, from the late 16th century, the file also refers to a row of people, hereby the phrase 'rank and apply' and apply as queuing. Back to the list of solid words: safe, solid. It was adopted into English in the 14th century from the Latin word
firmus. nodies: a business organization, a company. The word comes from the same Latin origin but adopts the Spanish word firma, which means signature, which means the title of a business partnership. The idea behind this is that a partnership is considered safe. flag nodly: a cloth of color and design representing a country or organization. It was
converted to English around the 16th century but its origins are uncertain. nodular: another name for the i.e. i.e. (a type of flower). The use of the word came in the 14th century from similar European words with the same meaning. Words: to grow weak, to become tired. Like the first meaning, above, it came through an uncertain route into English in the 16th
century. Back to the list of words flake (Nomed) A small grain or piece of something, as in snowflakes. A small piece has become loose or peeled from a surface, as in a piece of paint. In Australia, the same nod is also used for gummy sharks, a type of fish. As a phrase, flake is used to mean to become pasty or languid. This meaning is now obsolete but from
about we have to flake out which means fainting or falling asleep, being under the influence of being extremely tired. Flat appn word: even, flat, smooth. (Check out other meanings in your dictionary.) It came in English in the 14th century from the old Nordic flatr. With similar words in other European languages, it is derived from the Greek platus. You can see
that it is related to arrays and plateaus. Nodies: an apartment for accommodation in a larger building. This comes directly from Flett's old English, which means floor or house. It is related to the history of other meanings of flat. Nut Nomencte: A small hard grain of a cereal plant like wheat. The word was borrowed in the 13th century from ancient French and
is derived from a Latin word, granum. nodies: lines made of wooden fibers, or textures in fabrics. Same source as above. total Twelve dozen or impermeable? Both uses of this word come from the same source. A total meaning of 144 is derived from the French grosse douzaine, large dozen, where the total meaning is large. The word was converted into
English in the 14th century from French gros, large. Around the 16th century, the idea of 'overfed, bulky' also implied 'disgust'. Back to the list of gum words For about 1,200 years, chewing gum has been used as a word for meat inside the mouth. It is now used mostly among many when we talk about our gums. For about 600 years, from a different origin, it
has also been used for sticky substances that flow out of some plants. About 500 years ago, the above meaning of development also meant that chewing gum was used to stick things together, glue. For more than 300 years, gumtree has shown any tree that exudes gum. Today, it is used especially for eucalyptus plants. habitual nod word: a common
manner or action. This and the next usage both come from 13th century Latin habitus, custom, which comes from the Latin phrase habere, to take. Nod words: a kind of costume worn by members of a religious order, for example, the habit of a monk. Hail Nomation: Small pieces of ice fall like freezing rain. From old English. Words: Fall like hail. As above.
words: to welcome someone; to call someone's attention. From the 12th century Old Norse (the language of the Vikings) heill, meaning the whole. Our word hale comes from the same source. Ham From exactly the same word in old English, more than 1,000 years ago, ham refers to part of the leg. Since the 1600s, it has also been used for dry, salted,
smoked, pork thighs. A hamstring, sometimes strained by strong sports players, is a tendon on the side of the leg or on the back of the knee. From about the 1930s, to ham it up has been a insulting term to describe an over-acting performer. Back to the list of words hatching words: to get rid of a fruit Also in a sense, for example, to hatch a plot. The word
was converted into English around the 13th century from similar Germanic and Scandinavian words. nodies: an open opening a floor, roof, walls; cover for such an opening. The old English word hæcc, in relation to the old word means gate. Hawk Nodly: A kind of bird. The old English word hafoc, relates to other old European words but has nothing to do with
the old word from which we get our devastating words. Words: to deliver things for sale by going from door to door. The hawker nod word may have gone into English in the 16th century from a similar German word. hip nods: the wider bone part of the body under the waist. From old English hype, related to the old German huf. Nod word: ripe fruit of roses.
The old English word pigpa, related to old Saxon hiopa. antholy: updated (slang). This is a 20th century slang term also known as hep. Imported words: to bring something from another country. The word was converted into English in the 16th century from the Latin phrase importare, to perform in the nod word: the importance of something (not commonly
used). This usage is from the same origin, implying something or someone special. Nodies of Interest: If you have an interest in something, it keeps your attention. Going into English in the 15th century the word a Latin phrase means it's related. Words: to keep your attention. As above. nodies: payment for the use of funds. From the same source, with a
change in meaning. Back to the list of nodly jack words: a device used to lift heavy objects like cars. Nod word: another name for knave in a card play pack. All the uses of jack and Jack come from the same origin, which is 16th century Jakke, another form of John. To see how they've evolved, check out a good dictionary. Nod word Jam: A spread made of
fruit and sugar. Words: to squeeze together into a tight or small space. dynamics: in the radio, to transmit signals designed to block other signals. All the uses of the word probably evolutioned around the 18th century from the same word that is not officially meant to squeeze but its nguyener word (history) is not known. Jet Nod word: a fast flow of liquid or
gas under pressure. Came in 16th century English from a French jeter, to throw. Nod word: a vehicle like an airplane equipped with jet thrusters. Short for jet plane. Nos: A hard black charcoal that can be polished to make jewelry. In the 14th century from jaiet old French, from Latin gagates, the Greek word lithos gagates means a stone from Gagai, a place in
Asia Minor. A small metal device is used to open and close the lock. The symbolic use of the first definition - something very important to explain or explain for a problem. List of explanations of icons, for example, on a map. A button you press on a keyboard, for example, a computer. A lever you press on the keyboard of an instrument, for example, a piano.
Originating in the 16th century, another form of the word signes a musical scale or a set of notes on which a piece of music is based. Go back to the list of children's nod words: a young deer or goat; a young (non-official) person. Arriving in English around the 12th century, related to old Nordic (Viking language) kith. Not related to our modern English word
kith, which comes from cynthth old English. Pron: To tease someone. May have been adjusted in the 19th century from above, involving the playfulness of a child. Torsion button chain or the speed of a boat? The word comes from the ancient English cnotta, which relates to the german middle knotze, which means knob. Modern German is Knoten. In
German, the letter K in such words is pronounced, as in old English, but we no longer sound it in modern English. Its original meaning relates to the intertwining of ropes. In the 17th century, knots tied in a rope or long rope were used as a measure of speed along a specific direction of travel. The same word has been used to knobs or knotty parts of wood or
plants since the 15th or 16th centuries. Back to the list of splash lap words of water or part of a race-course? In relation to water flapping on a boat or on the shore, or the way an animal drinks, the word comes from the old Lapian English, in relation to the Old High German laffan, the Latin word lambo, to lick, to touch, to wash (as the water of a river flapping
on the shore),. As a circuit of a race, the word was used in the 19th century. It stems from other applications of rings related to measurement and overlap. They mainly come from the Middle English lappe, ring, border, which comes from the old English læppa, the lid. Lap in the sense of borders has also led to a part of our body that disappears when we stand
up, our thighs. It originated in relation to the border of clothing that covered the area in question. Lap is also used to express a large fold or bag in a person's clothes, as in Chaucer's Canterbury Tales: ... His walet, biforn hym in his knapsack lappe before he's in the big bag. ... And carie it in a cofre or in a lappe And take it in a treasury or in a back-to-back list
of lead words To go first or a heavy metal? In old English, lædan was meant to lead, give directions, or even take away. It has to do with the high-necked German lidan, to go. In modern German, leite is to lead, to guide, Leitung is tutorial or tutorial. Heavy metals are called lead in old English, although the pronunciation is not the same as we use today. It is
related to similar words in other old European languages, for example, Old Frisian lad, Old Dutch lood, Middle High German lot. Back to the list of words tilted or thin? Voice ancient and old English hlæne means thin or poor. They are believed to be of German origin, perhaps from Lithuanian and Latvian for fragmentation and weakness, respectively. The use
related to meat came around the 15th century. 15. in the sense of leaning towards something that comes from hleonian old English, to lean, to rest. This is related to the old Cao Duc Hlinen. Latin sources are words related to clinatus, inclined. Back to the list of words light Shine or not have much weight? Both come from ancient English leoht, which can
mean both light in the opposite sense of darkness, bright, and also light in the sense of not heavy. Leocht is also used in relation to weight. At the same time, lyt means less and liht means light weight, easy. The situation may seem confusing, but Skeat's indiate dictionary may have clues. He suggested that the implications relate to lighting associated with
anglo-Saxon leoht, and what it means to do with weight to Anglo-Saxon lecht. In middle English, leoht holds its meaning in relation to lighting but liht in relation to weight. In modern German, the first is now Licht, the second leicht. Somewhere along the 1,500-year history of these words, there is a period when two shades of meaning discriminated. Could it be
that light, in the sense of light, is an element that is always present in life but is invisible and cannot be considered? There is a third meaning. In middle English, lihte means lungs, giving birth to the use of modern English light for the lungs of animals. The lamp in modern German is Lunge. Returning to the list of litter words can mean that the offspring of an
animal at a time give birth, for example, a litter of puppies born for one at a time. It can also mean that garbage is carelessly reduced or left around. The oldest meaning, from more than 700 years ago, is a mobile bed. This can also mean an important chair of the person made by the servant on the poles. Because straw is often used for beds, the word also
has this meaning, about 600 years ago. You can figure out how different meanings of the same word grow: bed - straw for a bed - straw spread on the floor - anything reduced or scattered on the floor.lock Means a screw on a door, this word comes from ancient English loc, meaning a bolt , a bar. From this origin, it also means that part of a canal can be
closed by ports. Meaning a cluster or hair tress, it comes from the ancient English locc, which means a hair lock or a curl. length of great length or to hope? In the sense of measurement, long comes from old english lang, long. In the longing sense, it is derived from a relevant old English word, langian. Longe has also been used to mean a long time. Meaning
is associated, one with space and the other with time. Back to the list of words loom A loom or to go into view? In old English, geloma meant stuff. At a time when English was middle-aged, has been modified into lome, which means a loom for weaving as well as a tool or implementation. The origin of words related to going into view, perhaps ominously, is
not clear. It comes in English in The 16th century, perhaps from east Frisian lomen, to slow movement. However, in ancient English we find leoma rays of light, and in Middle English leome, gleam, and leomen, to give light, to shine. Back to the list of words from the magazine The word was converted into English from other languages such as magosine, in
the 16th century. It means a warehouse, a store. Magazines still mean a store-room or ammunition depot. It also means part of a gun in which bullets are placed before firing. The magazine also states a book published or periodically, in a sense, a repository of information. maroon phrase. To maroon someone is to leave or abandon them on a deserted
island. This form of the word was edied from French and Spanish in the 1600s. In its old history, it exals runaway slaves in the West Indies who are hiding in mountains and forests! Nodies. Dark reddish-brown color. This form of the word is borrowed from the French marron, also in the 1600s. Note: The American and English pronunciation of the word
rhymes with -oon but the common Australian pronunciation rhymes with -own. Volume 1. Nodies. A lump, a pile, of something. It was converted into English in the 14th century from a French word meaning a lump of dough. 2. Nod words. In Physics, the property of having weight. 2. Antholyst. Involves many people, as in a mass meeting. 3. Nodly. The
Sacrament of the Hymn, the main service held in Roman Catholicism and other churches. This meaning comes from the adaptation of the old English word mæsse, which means dismissal. The closing words of Mass are Ite, missa est which means, roughly, Go, it (= prayer) is completed (= sent). match the nod word. A small wooden stick with a flammable
head, used to light a fire. It appeared in English in the 1300s from old words meaning candle wick or wick of a lamp. Nonies and phrases. An equality, to make equality, be exactly the same. From old English, about 1,000 years ago, mæcca, which means equality, mate, companion. Nodies. A game or contest, as in a cricket match. It was first spoken in
English around the 1400s. Back to the list of member words It can mean both part of the body, such as a genus, and a person belonging to a group, for example, a church member, members of a club. From a 13th-century French word, membre, part of a body. means Miserly, medium or implied? In the sense of miserly, the old English word gemæne,
popular, and old English mæne, popular. The meaning of niggardly did not come until the 18th century, from the 17th-century sense of unso kindness. These develop from the sense of normality, poor in quality. In the medium sense, it comes from the 14th century pre-French, in relation to the middle. In the language modern, this has become moyen. In the
sense of implying or conveying a meaning, it comes from ancient English mænan, to relate, to talk about. In old English and middle-aged English, it can express complaints and moans as well as communicate and express. Moaning and and relevant. From the 15th century to the 18th century, that is, can be used in the sense of complaint stating the
complaint. Could there be nuances of this meaning in the common phrase still used today, when people say in an important way or whinging, 'I mean,' as a response to something they don't approve of? Back on the messy list of words Around 1300, mes meant that a portion of food was prepared for a meal. In the 1400s, it applied specifically to liquid and
pulp foods such as porridge and gruel. The symbolic use of the same word for confusion, confusion, disorder, did not begin until the 1800s. It is possible that the power comes from ancient English miht, meaht, can, strength. power, with the same word in middle English. Old English also has mægen, can, power, virtue, server. It is possible that a phrase is a
strain of the phrase 'may' come from the old English mæg, which became mæi in Middle English., Until the 15th century, may imply must have power to as well as to be able to. Back to the list of words mind A thought component or to care? From ancient English gems, memories, recollections, minds. To mind in the sense to care arises in the 17th century
from the earlier meaning of to think about, to apply yourself, to care. Back to the list of mint words A herb with a sweet-smelling leaf used in cooking. This form of the word is in ancient English minte, about 1,300 years ago. A place where money is set for a government or official agency. This form comes from the ancient English mynit, which means coin.
Mint, as in mint conditions, means new or freshly grown from the idea of a newly minted coin. Moor Nod word. An open piece of land, wasteland, swamps, covered with heather and moss. From ancient English mor, more than 800 years ago. The word. To take a boat or ship into a pier or pier, to ensure it arrives at the pier. From the 13th century words are
meant to tie up, to make safe with ropes. Also used as a term for a Moor, one of the moors, who from north Africa conquered Spain in the 8th century. This comes from ancient Greek and Latin for a resident of the African nation of Mauritania. cup A drinker, usually a different shape from the cup and heavier. It went into English in the 1500s from Scandinavian
words for a jar, a heavy drinking vessel. In the 17th century, cups were made of odd faces on them for decoration and entertainment. That's how we come to use the same word, mug, as a slang term for someone's face. Ancient Egyptian mummy body preservation is nothing to do with affectionate words for mom! We get words for embalming bodies from old
Latin, Arabic and Persian words. In Persian, mumiyah means asphalt, which is one of the substances used to preserve a corpse. Mother as an affectionate term for her is simply an official term, for ... Guess what... Mom, Back to the list of nick nodly words: a small cut or small notch. The word was converted to English around the 15th century but its origins
are uncertain. Words: to cut a little. Also to steal (slang). Both evolved from above, the second with a symbolic meaning. Nodular Noodles: A kind of pasta cut into strips. It was converted into English in the 18th century from a German word, Nudel. nodies: beginning (slang). An 18th-century slang word. Note nod words: something is written in just a few
words. It was converted into English in the 13th century from an old French word from Latin, nota, meaning a sign. Other applications of this word, below, are developed from the same origin. Also used as a phrase meant to notify, for example, to note something, to note someone's comment. nodies: in music, a single sound or symbol is used to represent it.
nodies: a piece of banknote called a note or a bank note. Go back to the list of nodly object words: one thing that can be seen or felt. It was adopted in English in the 14th century from an old Latin term meaning something thrown before the mind. a grammar term for an item that receives the action of a word. From a related source above, with meaning to
throw against. words: to say you don't like or approve something. Organ Nodular: An instrument such as a tube organ or an electrical organ. nodies: specific parts of the body such as the heart or liver. nodies: an article printed as a newsletter, used to express specific opinions or views, for example, a political party. All meanings are developed from the 13th
century French word organe, which comes from the Latin and Greek terms meaning instrument. nodies page: a sheet of paper, or one side of it, in a book. Coming to English in the 15th century, when book printing actually developed, through a French word from Latin pagina. Nod words: a boy acts as a servant, sometimes in uniform. Comes from English in
the 13th century from an Italian word, paggio, which comes from the previous words meaning children. The next meaning, below, is developed from this usage. Words: To page someone is to have their name called to figure out where they are. Back to the list of pale word words: no multiple colors. Arrives in English around the 13th century from the old
French palle, coming from the Latin pallidus. Words: with the same meaning, to become pale. You can see that our pallid word is relevant. (Check your dictionary for other meanings of the word.) Palm Nod word: Your flat inner part is already there. Old English for palms was folm, which later, in the 14th century, was associated with ancient French paume.
nodies: a plant that grows tropical countries. Comes from the same source, so named because its fronds (branches) spread like the fingers of the hands. Nod word pan: a dish, especially a wide, shallow dish for cooking. Eat. Old English Panne. Other applications of the same word, including the two words below, are developed from the same origin. An
ancient English term for the skull is literally brain-pan. Words: to wash gravel or sand in the pan when looking for gold. words: for strong criticism. A symbolic development of the idea of separating gravel from gold. Go back to the list of peer-to-peer nod words: someone your own age or status. nod: a person nicknamed as a duke or duchess. In the above
sense, the word was converted into English in the 14th century from ancient French, which comes from Latin par, meaning equality. Words: to look intently in an attempt to see clearly. This comes from 16th-century English from the Flemish pieren, which means looking with narrow eyes. nodly. An asymeas. The word exists in old English as a battery, and is
related to Latin pinus. The word. To inform something is to yearn for it. The word was developed from an ancient English phrase, pinian, to distressing, to distressing. Pinion A bird's wing, a joint of the bird's wings, a large feather. Borrowed from French pignon or penon in the 15th century. A small device with teeth in it, as part of the machine. Borrowed from
French pignon in the 17th century pit A large or deep hole. Sometimes used as a term for a coal mine. It has been in English for over 1,300 years, starting in old English as pytt, meaning water hole or pit. Hard seeds or pips of a fruit like cherries. American English, borrowed from Dutch in the mid-1840s. Returning to the list of plug words A bung, a stopper
fits a hole of a container to keep it closed and watertight. Originally published as 1600s Dutch word plugge. Also used for small devices that are plugged into a socket when connecting something to power supply. Meant to work hard at something either for an advertising or marketing promotion, it was first used in American English in the late 1800s and early
1900s.pole A long bar of wood, metal or plastic. It comes from an old English word, best friend, meaning stake. The two ends of the Earth's axis, the north pole and the south pole. First used in English in the late 1300s, perhaps from Latin polus, meaning the end of a shaft, or sky. Also used to express the input and outing points of magnets or electrical
equipment. In ancient times, a pole was also a unit of measurement in England, equivalent to 16.5 feet. Pound currency, weight, a lost home, or to hit with force? The currency arises from weight, which comes from the ancient English pund, the value of a pound of silver weight (a long time before the price loss!). The lost home means that comes from the
meaning of a siege from the 14th-century pund-prestation. In English neck, punfeald or pinfold means a field of siege. To smash someone or something with a striking blow comes from ancient Punian English, involving Dutch puin, breaking into rubble. The pound of the street, to with heavy footsteps, or to pound at a keyboard, is a common 20th century use.
Go back to the list of words that press Verb. To push something against or into something else. From 14th-century Latin and French words. In a sense, it is also used to persuade someone to be strong to do something. Nodies. A single term for expressing newspaper editors, writers and photographers, newspapers. This comes from the name of the machine
first used in the early 1500s, the nod to press.pride Group printing can be picturesque Quality of Pride. The word comes from the old English prüd and pryde. A group of lions is called the pride of lions. This is probably from the idea that lions are proud-looking animals. Group nonies for animals and birds are often picturesque, for example, a crow killing, an
exaltity of larks, an army of caterpillars.punt A shallow boat, flat bottom. The word has been in English for over 1,000 years. In the game of football, to punt the ball is a way to kick it. This use is only in English for about 150 years. To punt can also mean to bet on something. A surprise student here! A student. So the form of the word comes from French
students older than 600 years ago. The atom in your eye is the lens in the middle of the colored part called the i.e. i.e. This form of the word comes from the Latin pupilla, which means small doll. It has been named it because you can see a small reflection of yourself, like a small doll, when you look directly at the student in the eyes of others. Back to the list
of words quack Noun. An impostor, a char chipster, and a fake doctor. It was converted into English in the 1600s. Verb. When a duck makes its characteristic noise, it quacks. The phrase has been used in English for about 700 years. It has also been used as a noially, since the mid-1800s. nodly bird. A kind of game bird, sometimes prepared to eat. The
word comes from ancient French quaille in the 1300s. Verb. To birds is to lose courage, to withdraw out of fear. This form of the word came from Quelen Central Netherlands in the 1400s. Quarry A large hole in the ground for the purpose of excavating sand, rock, or slate. This form of the word was converted into English in the 14th century from the old
French quarriere. An animal is hunted and caught for food. It has been in English since before 1300, as the word quirre, meaning entrails. After a hunt, the entrails of captured animals were given to hounds as food. Race Group people or run in competition? The first meaning came from the 16th-century French from the Italian razza. Its previous history is
uncertain. The kind of run of race comes from old English ræsan, hasty, hasty, involving 13th century Old Norse ras, running. Middle English, ræs means race, hurry or course. Back to the list of ram words Noun. A ram. Old English word stabbing. The meaning of the driver piles, smashes ram, ram, device to drive something by impact, coming from the same
origins.range Many meanings, the same origin A variety of things in a line or row. The limit in which there may be differences, either in which something works or has control. A row or row of mountains. A large area of land. Grassy soils where livestock can graze. A firing range for rifle practice. The stove with flat head and oven, heated with charcoal or wood
fire. All of the above come from the same origin in a 14th-century Old French word. Offensively ranked smell or position in the military? Here's an interesting example of how words change meaning. In ancient English ranc means straight, leading to erect, proud, arrogant. In Chinese English strong, brave, proud. In its original sense, it can imply strong growth,
as in plants, to the point that it is too prolific. This has a negative meaning of 'too much'. This seems to have led to the meaning of festering. By the 16th century, the implied rank had an unpleasant smell. Middle England also get rancle, a festering pain, from which we get rankle. This comes from the old French rancler. In the 17th century, the word oh also
went into English, the Latin word oh, which means rank, disgusting. Meanwhile, from ranking as a place in an organization to English in the 16th century from the old French ranc, row, rank, related to old high German hring, circle. In modern French, roasting means row, line, rank, and in modern Roasting German means rank, station, position. Go back to the
list of words behind the Nod word. The back part of something, as opposed to its front. From the 14th century the old French word related to Latin retro- means back. The word. To raise, rise up, for example, when you raise children, you raise them in a family; when a horse raises it stands on its hind legs. From old English ræren, to advanced. reel Nodies. A
roll of something. A winder like a tube on a fishing club. Old English word hreol, a roll for crooked yarn. A kind of dance with round steps and movement. 16th century, perhaps from above. The word. To walk cymed, out of control, in a drunken way. Related to the nod word above.refuse. REF pronunciation-use. Waste of food, garbage in general, useless
things. An 14th-century french ind denial. The word. Ref-USE pronunciation. To say no, to reject an offer, to decline. The word rejects the old French word, perhaps in the 13th century the rest of the Nod word. Something left over, as in We put the rest of the food back in the fridge. From the 15th century Old France, reste, residues, remnants. Nodular and
phrase: Relax, stop moving, take time to recover, as in You have to rest after your exercise, I have a rest after my exercise. From the language 1,200 years ago. Rock Lump's rock or sway back and forth? In its first sense, the word came in the 14th century as roche from ancient French roche, roke, rocque. Roche. For earlier history, some dictionaries say
'unknown origin', but it may be related to the old-roc English element. Hard sticks of mint-flavoured confectionery, popular in English seaside resorts, were named stone in the mid-18th century. To rock means to sway from side to side comes from old Roccian English, involving old high German rucchen or rocken. These early words involve moving or
pushing, and the first use of words seems to involve rocking a cradle. Back to the list of words rook A black European bird as big as a crow. From the 11th or 12th century old English hroc. One of the puzzle pieces in a chess game, also known as a castle. An adaptation of 13th-century Old French, derived from the Persian rukh. Row A line of people, to push
a boat, or a noisy argument? In old English, raw, ræw, and in Chinese rawe, rowe, means line, series, row. They are related to riga, lines and from high-quality German in other European languages. German modern Reihe means row, rank, line. The English rower wants to row. In middle English, it became rowen. As far as middle German rüejen is
concerned, it has become rude in modern German. Row as a noisy quarrel used in the 18th century. Most dictionaries point to 'uncertain origins' but one or two involve the word rouse, in the sense of a drunken uproar. Go back to the list of words that scrap nodly. A small piece or fragment of something that has been broken or torn. Around the 14th century, a
scrap deed a food scrap. In the 16th century, it was meant to be a small piece of anything. The word. End up with something, throw something out. Words and nonies. Slang for fighting or quarreling, from the mid-1850s. It was probably an indied scrape.seal Noun. One of many types of fur-covered marine mammals. From ancient English seol. The word. To
close something so that it can not easily be opened. Related to the next meaning: Nod word. A design presses or stamps on a piece of wax to close or validate a document. From the 13th century seel ancient France. Season Time of year or add flavor to food? Chinese sesoun from the 13th century seson from Latin serere, to sow related seseli, plants. The
seasons of the year are related to the time of seeding and harvesting, sowing and reaping. To the season, as in adding herbs to food, comes from a directly related source: the 16th century French saisonner. Modern France for the season, as a time of year, is saison, until the food season is assaisonner. There has been little change in the two words involved
in their short life in English. Back to the list of husk words of a Or ammo vandalism? Old English scell, sciell related to Medium Low German schelle, shell, shell. In middle English, schelle can mean shells, drink ships or anything hollow. In the 17th century, the same meaning was a metal container or plank for chemicals that make up fireworks or other
explosives. At the same time, it was used for actual explosive devices, a bomb fired from a cannon or large gun. Go back to the list of words that dump nodly. A simple or roughly built outhouse for storage or to keep animals. From the 16th century old English, perhaps related to the word shade. The word. Get rid of, walk away, throw away, let the fall. From
ancient English sceadan, to detach, divide. a single part of the foot, a fish, or just? The only part of the foot that goes into English during the period of old English or medieval English, depending on the dictionary you consult, through an old French word from Latin solea, a sandal or shoe, is related to solum, ground, floor, bottom. The fish is named after the
middle English, i.e., later, because of its shape. Sole means the only one to be in 14th century from the ancient French soule, from the Latin solus, alone. In the 15th century, it could also mean unmmuni married or single. Back to the list of sound words Noise, sea channel or free from damage? In relation to noise, the word comes from the 13th-century
French soner, to make a sound, which comes from latin sonus, a sound. Middle England son means sound. Middle England sund refers to the sound of the sea and also the strait. It comes from ancient English sund, which means sea, a canal or water, and also swimming. From there, we use sound as a channel between the mainland and an island. Sound
in the sense of free of error of damage comes from Old Saxon gisund and old English gesund, safe and sound, unharmed, also favorable. In middle English, gesund means sound and healthy. Go back to the list of words spelling Nodly. A short or inespite period of time (= non-fixed), work or rest. Edily from old English spelian, to representative, instead.
Nodies. A group of words is said to have magical powers. The origin is probably related to the next use: The word. Say or write the letters of a word in the correct order. From spellian old English, to related. Spring All from the same nod word origin. A natural flow of water from below the ground. A supply. Nodies. Season of the year between winter and
summer. It's the season when flowers and flowers grow. Nodies. A coil that bounces its original shape when it is stretched or pressed and then released. The word. Leap or pounce. All applications have evolved from the same old English phrase, springan, to jump, jump, spring. secret nodly. An ediable fruit of the pregnant family is served as a vegetable. The
name first appeared in english print in 1643. Nodies. A ball game played by two players with rackets. That's the word. 19 English. Nodies. A drink made with fruit juice and water. From the 19th century English. The word. Compress, crush. squeeze tightly. From the 14th century old French esquasser, to crush. Employees or walking sticks? Old English stæf
means staff and also letters. Stafas means letters, text, literature. In stæf its initial use can mean a wooden employee to help a walker, and is literally a source of support. In the second sense, it may show military personnel supporting a commanding officer. In the 19th century, it was applied to payroll workers of non-military organizations such as schools.
Therefore, two different meanings arise from the use of the same word literally and literally. The meaning of stæf as a letter, or even a sentence in middle English, and stæfcræft meaning grammar, was almost dead. The only remaining use is in a stave, from the number many stafas, in music, which comes from the majority of employees. Back to the list of
stalk words Part of a plant or to follow someone? The stalk, for a plant, comes from the old English stalu, an upright piece of wood, which has become old, trunk, vibration of a ladder, in middle English with small forms of stalking, trunk or reed. Bestealcian in old English is meant to walk stealthily, perhaps involving bestalan, to depart stealthily. Stalcung's
stalking. Middle England stalkin, from the Danish stalke, went gently. Booth A market booth or a stop engine? Steall old English is a place to stand, a position or a state of issue. In middle English, stal means a place or station. Both modern English meanings have the same origin. A market booth is a place to stand - to stall a car is to bring it to the standing
position. major nonies and phrases. A kind of paper fastener. To pin the papers together. It was developed from an old English word, stapol, a post, shares, and stapel-post, fence shares. Antholy. Most importantly, as in Rice is their main diet. Also used as a nod word. From the 14th century Old France, estaple, market. state a province, a condition or to say
clearly? 13th century statistics from ancient French estat, meaning real estate, state, from Latin status, position, attitude, location. The same meaning relates to the status and circumstances of an individual and organization of a country. In the 16th and 17th centuries, the development significance of establishing the conditions, expressed clearly. Back to the
list of trunk words or to stop a flow? Ancient English stefn, trunk means trunk or vessel, trunk or roots. Related to the ancient Nordic stafn, trunk, vertical wooden structure at the bow. Also Old High Stam Germany, from there to stamm modern German tree trunks. 15th-century stemmen meant to stop. It is related to the ancient Nordic stamr, blocked, and the
Old High German stemmen, to prop up. Modern German stemmen can be meant to pound up, to stop the flow, and also to resist to stand firm against it. Back to the list of sticky words Piece of Wood or adhere to something? Our thin piece of wood gets its name from ancient English sticca, sticky, peg or or and old English sticke, sticky or fragments. Related
to Old High German stecca. Modern German stück means pieces, bits, fragments and stock are rods, employees, sticks. To stick to the meaning to remain fixed or enclosed comes from ancient English stician, to pierce. This became stikien in middle English, meaning bar, stabbing, or stinging. The original idea of doing something sticky was by pushing its
pointed end into something. The meaning of using legs or adhesives, to make another object stick tightly, comes a little later. Return to the list of stunt words Nod words. A difficult, unusual or dangerous performance or success. It was first used in American English in the late 1800s but the origin (origin and history of the word) is unknown. The word. Check or
delay the development of something. Probably from 16th-century Scandinavian origins. tap A water valve or knock light? Tæppa in old English comes from the old Nordic tappi, which means a stopper to plug a hole in a barrel or barrel. It has something to do with the German general Zapho. In middle English, it became tappe, also the middle English version
of the old English tæepe, ice. A tappestere is a tapster, a bar-maid. Tappen is meant to draw water. The 13th century tappen was also added to English from the Middle Ages to exploit and defeat. You may find that similar or identical words with different meanings have a long history! In modern German, Zapfen is a plug, Zapfhahn a. Back to the list of tender
words There are some uses of this word. Here are just a few of them. Nodies. The carrier is at the rear of the steamer where the coal is stored. Not a common usage nowadays. The word. To deliver or present in the hope of acceptance. Antholy. Soft, not tough, affectionate. The skin is soft. Tender hearted. stressful nod dod word. A form of an action-timed
word. Tense past, Tense present. The future is tense. Used in English since the 1300s. Antholy. Nervy, uncomfortable, uncomfortable. Borrowed from Latin tensus, stretched, in the late 1600s. tick an unpleasant parasite or the noise of a watch? The insect got its name from the ancient English ticca, ticia, which became tike in middle English. Tick as a
metallic clicking noise came into English in the 13th century from Low German tikk, meaning a light touch. It was not used for noise as made by a watch until the late 17th century. In the 19th century, as a quick touch of the pen, it came to sign a mark on paper. Back to the list of tidal words The movement of the sea or some time of the year? Old English tid
means time, hour or time, in the of a season, such as in Christmastide. It was used around the 15th century for the daily tides of the sea, which was related to time by the movement of the moon. Our words neatly come from the same source. In middle English, tidi means seasonable, honest. Until cultivation or a drawer for money? In old English, tilian means
to try, try, try, and also to achieve one's life. The basic meaning is 'effort'. Tilling the land is, of course, a major way to make one's life. As a drawer for cash, the use from the beginning of the 15th century but its final source is uncertain. In middle English, tillen is meant to gain, expand or draw, from ancient English fortylan, to draw. Back to the list of tips words
A point or to push through? As a point or peak, typpa became English in the 15th century from the ancient Nordic typpa, according to a major dictionary. However, the Middle English Dictionary says that it is related to the Central German zipf, tip, extreme, from which modern German for tip is Zipfel. Barnhart's dictionaries, which are from the 12th century,
relate to various historical terms of Germany and the Netherlands, including zipf. The use of tip means subversion or falling on is from the 14th century, with uncertain origins. The Middle English Dictionary links tippen, to subversion, with Swedish tippa, subversive. One tip as a payment for services is that from the beginning of the 18th century, perhaps from
taps, a slight blow. In underground slang, to tip is to give or lend. A slight blow may have encouraged a giver not to succumb. Back to the list of phone numbers A tax or to ring? Old English phone number or toln means a tax, tollere a tax collecter. Middle England tollen had to pay or to take a phone number. They came last from Greek telos, taxes. The toll in
the sense of pealing of a bell came in the 15th century, perhaps from central English tollen, to drawing, enticing, as bells used to attract people to the church. In this way, it may involve fortylan, to draw (see Till). Back to the list of top words Top Score or a spinning game? It's the highest point, from here to the old English top, topp. It is associated with german
high-necked zopf, which means head, head or bun. Now, in modern German, Zopf means a layer of hair. As a wooden toy, the same word is derived from old English. The dictionary reports that its origin and related words are uncertain. A dictionary links it to the German Central High topf, which may or may not involve modern German Topf, pots or jars, on
account of its shape. One that links it to tips, like the head, or point, is the point on which it spins. Go back to the list of Nodly Trip words. A journey, a tour. The word. To stumble, to miss a step and fall. Also use a nod word. Fold tuck or food? As folded or clothed, the word is derived from ancient Tucian English, which means, quite surprisingly, to suffer, to
punishment. However, it is associated with tucken in other European languages, in the pulling sense, to pull sharply. The implications of physical manipulation seem to have increased it as a way to handle a piece of material or a plate when we are inserting it, pushing and pulling almost the penalty. Tuck as food has a harder to keep track. Partridge's
historical slang dictionary provides a possible source, in 18th-century schoolboy and slang using 'tuck up' and 19th century 'tuck in' as to overeating, to push too much food into a person's mouth. Morriss' Australian dictionaries, first published in 1898 as Austral English, confirm the school boy's slang for food, especially pastries, related to Australian slang and
food. Monk Tuck, a famous friend of Robin Hood, has no particular interest in food. According to one source, his name is actually Tooke. But there is a story most likely in British folk culture, myths and legends. A well-known monk in Yorkshire is said to have challenged Robin Hood in a sword fight. Robin won the war but invited the monks to join his band,
naming him Friar Tuck. This may arise from the fact that a tuck in time was a rapier, a kind of slender sword. Go back to the complete list of words: to say. This may have gone into English around the 14th century from Dutch and German words meant to make known, to show. from: total, complete. Originally from ancient English utera, meaning external, it
seems to have taken into account the meaning of totality, complete, around the 15th century. Nod word set: a book or one of a series of books. Nodies: The amount of space occupied by something. nodies: the speed of sound. All of the above applications were developed from an old French word borrowed around the 14th century, It originally came from
Latin mass, a scroll, a book, the word volvere which is meant to roll up. Wake Up The Word: To rouse the sleeping word. From old English waclan. Nodular: Pattern of water spreading behind a moving boat or ship. Perhaps to English in the 16th century, in relation to ancient Nordic vak, implying a hole. Good anre: satisfactory, in a good way. From old English
wel. from: in good health. Just like above. No ni say: a hole dug in the ground for water, oil, etc. Wind A stream of air or to spin round and round? Old English has wind and also windig for wind. It also has windan for to win, to twist and verbally involve rolling and flying. Old High German doesn't help us very much, with the same wint. The first meaning comes
from the Latin ventus, the wind (as in the flow of air). The second, in its original sense, implies to move quickly and, then, to pull up. Central England has wind, for the flow of air, wind milne, windmill, wind-oge, window (literally means wind eye). There is also winden, wind, turn, twist, windi, wind, and windwen, winnow. Go back to the list of trace nod words an
injury such as a cut caused by violence. From old English wund. Words: The past of windy phrases coming from ancient English windan is related to other Germanic words. The use of other winds means that an air current comes slowly British winds are associated with Latin ventus. Yard A measurement or a back garden? The measurements were
developed from ancient English gerd, gierd, a stick or twig, from Old Saxon gerdia, converted (a flexible twig). This was applied to gerde, a stick about three feet long, used for measurement. Chaucer uses yerde to deity a spear. Old English geard is a yard, plot of land, garden or a dyn site. It is related to the Old High Gart Germany, which is reflected in the
garth, a courtyard, now only seen in the almost obsolete bishops wheres of bishops.    Go back to the list of Words Back home Back to the Main Menu
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